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Portable outdoor Snake lamp with Harbour lampshade, 5 m fabric cable,
IP65 waterproof lamp holder and plug
Finish: White
Light bulb: Without bulb

Description

If you’re looking for a gorgeous yet functional lighting solution for your outdoor spaces, Snake EIVA with plug and
Harbour lampshade is the perfect portable lamp for you. Timeless yet contemporary, pop and chic, this lighting
accessory will adapt to any space, from balconies to gardens.

Is this lamp water resistant?

Yes, the Eiva Snake with Harbour lampshade is completely water resistant and designed to withstand heavy rains and
storms thanks to the lamp holder’s IP65 protection degree.

How does it work?

It’s a suspension lamp that connects to electricity through a Schuko plug. It comes with a 5 m cable which gives you
space to hang it in any corner of your patio, terrace or garden based on your needs and preferences.
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Features of the Harbour lampshade

The Harbour lampshade is made from enamelled metal and available in different colours. Its 38 cm diameter and
openings around the lamp holder ensure ample light diffusion to create a striking illumination effect, The enamelled
finish makes the product easier to clean and more resistant to bad weather.

To sum up, the EIVA Snake with Harbour lampshade is an elegant and contemporary waterproof lamp designed to
adorn your outdoor spaces with charm and functionality.

Attention: the EIVA lamp holder was exclusively designed for glass LED light bulbs in the A60, ST64, G95 and G125
shapes, which ensure the IP65 protection degree. It is currently undergoing testing in order to expand its compatibility
range.

Data Sheet

Technical specifications for the outdoor Snake EIVA lamp:

5 m cable 2x1,00 in neoprene for outdoor spaces
1 EIVA lamp holder E27 IP65
Material: black thermoplastic pre-filled with isolating gel
Protection degree: IP65
Quality Mark: CE.

Schuko plug:

Rated current: 16A
Protection degree: IP44
Poles: 2P+T

Made in Italy

Technical specifications Harbour lampshade:

Material: enamelled metal
Diameter: 380 mm
Height: 200 mm
Hole opening: 40 mm

Light bulb [BB-E03]: LED, clear, ST64, 4W, 470 Lm, 2700K, E27, E, Diameter 64mm, Height 140mm
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